Calcium Ethoxide as Consolidant for Porous Limestones: Influence of the Solvent
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Abstract: Calcium ethoxide nanosuspension, a consolidating product developed during the European Nanomatch project, is here modified by adding two different solvents, 2-butanol and n-butylacetate, chosen for their different boiling points with respect to ethanol, the solvent employed in a previous work to dilute the original product. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (µFT-IR) was used to understand how the presence of these new solvents can influence the kinetics of the carbonation process and the pathway reaction. Furthermore, coatings derived from nanosuspensions were maintained for specific time intervals at controlled relative humidity conditions (RH = 50% and RH = 90%); the formed mineralogical phases were characterized by µFT-IR and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Results indicate that the used solvents can influence the kinetic and reaction pathways, while the phases formed at the end of the carbonation process are influenced by both solvents and RH conditions. The effectiveness of calcium ethoxide based product diluted in 2-butanol and n-butylacetate as limestone consolidants was evaluated with drilling resistance measurement system (DRMS) and ultrasound pulse velocity (UPV). The impact on color coordinates was also assessed. The results were compared with those obtained with the same product diluted in ethanol and a commercial nanolime. The use of these solvents gave different and better results in terms of efficacy.
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1. Introduction

Consolidation of limestone is an important topic in the field of Cultural Heritage. The deterioration processes that affect these types of stones are well studied and the results have promoted the research of different consolidation agents. During the years, several organic and inorganic products have been developed to answer to different needs of consolidation in terms of type of material and surrounding environment. Organic treatments, such as polymers, have been traditionally used; however, even if they have a good penetration capacity, they show an insufficient compatibility with the substrates and significant changes due to environmental conditions which compromise their long lasting performance and efficacy [1–3]. Inorganic treatments are more compatible with stone materials but, in some cases, their solubility leads to a low amount of applied product and
a scarce penetration depth, and consequently an unsatisfactory strengthening effect [4,5]. With the aim to develop more compatible, efficient, and stable consolidation treatments, during the European collaborative project NANOMATCH (Nano-systems for the conservation of immovable and moveable polymaterial Cultural Heritage in a changing environment) different calcium alkoxides, including calcium ethoxide Ca(OEt)$_2$, were synthesized and applied as consolidating agents for carbonate supports [6-8]. These products are considered a promising alternative to traditional treatments for the consolidation of limestone, since they meet one of the key requirements in the field of conservation of Cultural Heritage, such as the chemical affinity with the support. Actually, calcium alkoxides dissolved in a correct organic solvent penetrate the porous substrate and form calcium carbonate inside the pores through a carbonation process. This process involves the reaction with carbon dioxide and water molecules and can follow two different ways [7,9-11]. The first pathway involves an insertion of carbon dioxide molecule inside the Ca-O bond of the ethoxide, formation of an alkyl carbonate as intermediate, hydrolysis and alcohol elimination. The second one involves the hydrolysis of the ethoxide with the formation of calcium hydroxide, which subsequently carbonates. Scheme 1 reports these possible reaction pathways for calcium ethoxide.

![Scheme 1. Possible reaction pathways for the formation of CaCO$_3$ from Ca(OEt)$_2$.](image)

The study of the carbonation process of a calcium ethoxide nanosuspension, in terms of kinetics, reaction pathway, and evaluation of mineralogical phases formed at the end of this reaction, has been reported in a recent work [12]. Several works demonstrated that the carbonation process, the stability of the nanosuspension, the penetration into a support, and thus the consolidation effect of calcium-based products, are influenced by the carrier solvent [6,13,14]. Therefore, the present study aims at modifying the original calcium ethoxide nanosuspension by diluting it in two solvents, 2-butanol and n-butylacetate, which present different chemical characteristics namely their boiling points. Actually, a solvent with a lower volatility could lead to a better penetration of the product because of slower evaporation. The new obtained products were firstly characterized to understand if the presence of a different solvent may affect the kinetic and reaction pathway of the carbonation process and the mineralogical phases formed at the end of this reaction. Precisely, the carbonation process can lead to the formation of different polymorphs: two hydrated crystalline phases (monohydrocalcite, CaCO$_3$$\cdot$H$_2$O and ikaite, CaCO$_3$ 6H$_2$O), three anhydrous crystalline polymorphs (vaterite, aragonite and calcite), and an amorphous phase (amorphous calcium carbonate, ACC) [15]. The obtained results were compared with those achieved by calcium ethoxide diluted in ethanol and a reference product, CaLoSil E50, already discussed in the previous work [12]. Furthermore, the performance—compatibility and efficacy—of these two products as consolidating agents was tested on three limestones by employing ultrasound pulse velocity, drilling resistance measurement system, and colorimetric measurements. These results were compared with those obtained with calcium ethoxide diluted in ethanol and the reference product, not reported in the previous work. This work revealed important information regarding the influence of environmental conditions and type of solvent on the carbonation process of calcium ethoxide and therefore, on its potential as consolidating treatment for carbonate supports.

2. Materials and Methods

Calcium ethoxide is produced by ABCR labs (Forcarei, Spain) as a nanosuspension in ethanol and tetrahydrofuran 1:3 (v/v) mixture. It presents an average particle dimension of 295 nm [12] and an initial calcium concentration of 46.5 g/L. The product was diluted in ethanol to reach a calcium concentration of 20 g/L, chosen in a previous study as a good compromise between compatibility and
consolidation efficacy [6]. The study of kinetic and reaction pathway and end-formed crystalline phases of this product were reported in [12] and compared with a reference product currently on the market, CaLoSil E50. This product is a nanosuspension of Ca(OH)\(_2\) nanoparticles (50–250 nm) in ethanol, manufactured by IBZ-Salzchemie (Freiberg, Germany) [16]. Since the initial calcium concentration of this nanosuspension was 27.05 g/L, the product was diluted in ethanol to reach a calcium concentration of 20 g/L.

In the current work, the original nanosuspension of calcium ethoxide was diluted in 2-butanol and n-butylacetate to reach a calcium concentration of 20 g/L. The obtained products are labelled as 2BU and NBU, respectively. The kinetic, the reaction pathway, and the crystalline phases formed at the end of the carbonation process of these products were compared with those obtained with calcium ethoxide diluted in ethanol, labelled as ETA and CaLoSil E50, labelled as CAL, already reported in [12]. Instead, results regarding the compatibility and efficacy of all products as consolidating agents are discussed in the current work. Several properties of the employed solvents are reported in Table S1 in Supplementary Materials.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (µFT-IR) analysis was used to evaluate the kinetic and reaction pathway, by analyzing a small drop of the solution put on a glass slide, from the beginning of the analysis until two weeks later. This analysis was performed continuously in the first 30 min and at specific time intervals till two weeks later. This analysis was carried out at laboratory temperature and humidity conditions. Furthermore, products’ coating on glass slide kept in desiccators at different relative humidity (RH; 50% and 90%) and controlled temperature (20–22 °C), were analyzed to evaluate the mineralogical phases formed after two weeks, one month and three months. µFT-IR spectra, recorded in reflectance mode in the 4000–650 cm\(^{-1}\) range, with a resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\), were collected by a Nicolet microscope connected to a Nicolet 560 FT-IR (Thermofisher scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) system. The obtained spectra are shown in transmittance mode and baseline corrected. To create the RH condition, a saturated solution of a specific salt (calcium nitrate for 50% RH and potassium nitrate for 90% RH [17]) was left in the desiccators. The CO\(_2\) inside the desiccators was left to balance with CO\(_2\) of the atmosphere before closing it. A relative humidity sensor (Oregon Scientific™ Wireless Weather Station BAR388HG, Portland, OR, USA) was used to monitor the RH conditions.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was employed to supplement µFT-IR analysis regarding the mineralogical phases identification of the product’s coating maintained at different RH% for two weeks, one month and three months. XRD measurements were performed with a Philips PW3020 powder diffractometer (Nederlandse Philips Bedrijven B.V., Eindhoven, The Netherlands) operating at 40 kV and 30 mA. All spectra were collected in the 10°–70° 2θ range and with a step size of 0.02°. Phase identification was performed with the support of the 2002 ICDD database.

Three limestones with different type and porosity values, previously subjected to an ageing process involving thermal cycles [18], were selected to test the effectiveness of all products as consolidating agents.

Open porosity of samples was determined after the ageing process by evaluating porosity accessible to water. Samples were firstly dried in the oven at 60 ± 5 °C till a constant weight was reached, put under vacuum conditions (for 24 h), immersed (for 24 h), and then immersed again while maintained at atmospheric pressure (for 24 h) [19].

Lecce stone with a final open porosity of 27% is a porous limestone with a golden honey hue. It is extracted near the city of Lecce and is composed primarily of calcium carbonate which binds together minerals such as phosphates, feldspars, quartz and microfossils of marine organisms [20]. Noto stone is a calcarenite with a pale cream color from the south-eastern part of Sicily [21] with a 32% final open porosity. Vicenza stone is a limestone with a heterogeneous structure composed of calcium carbonate and fragments of echinoderms, bryozoans, foraminifera and a small percentage of quartz grain [22]. This stone presents a final open porosity of 29%.

Two application procedures of the products were adopted: by brushing till saturation (AP1) and absorption by capillarity (AP2). For the first type of procedure, the application was stopped when the
surface remains wet for 1 min. For the second application procedure, samples were placed on glass rods in contact with the consolidating products and were left to absorb the products by capillarity for 90 min. Previous tests where the samples were left in contact with the consolidation treatments were performed: the time interval which avoided the carbonation and precipitation in solution of the products was 90 min. To avoid the formation of superficial deposits, the surfaces left in contact with the product were cleaned immediately after the end of the application with the same solvent used to prepare the consolidating product.

For all the application procedures and treatments, the amount of dry matter retained (kg/m$^2$) was calculated by weighing the samples before and one month after the treatment in dry conditions. For application AP1, two samples for each solvent were analyzed and therefore, the results are reported as a range of two values.

Drilling resistance measurement system (DRMS) and ultrasound pulse velocity (UPV) were adopted to study the penetration of products and the consolidation effect. Colorimetric measurements were performed to understand their visual impact, by evaluating the possible changes of the surface color coordinates. A high color change of the surface with a $\Delta E^* > 5$ is considered aesthetically incompatible for a consolidating treatment [23]. For these tests, samples of $5 \times 5 \times 5$ cm$^3$ were used.

A DRMS by Sint Technology s.r.l (Calenzano, Italy) was used. Data from treated and untreated stones were acquired from the same mock-ups, on opposite surfaces (untreated and treated ones). The operating conditions were kept constant during the analysis: penetration rate of 10 mm/min, target penetration depth of 10–15 mm in accordance with the type of limestone and advancing rotational speed of 300 rpm.

The UPV profile was obtained by measuring the velocities by the direct transmission method using a pulse generator (G. Steinkamp BP-7, Laboratory for Applied Physics, Bremen, Germany) coupled to exponential transducers. UPV measurements were performed in profile, from the treated face to the opposite one, using a step size of 5 mm. Results are expressed as the average of three measurements performed on each point. The profiles were determined on the same sample before and after treatment.

Colorimetric data were taken by using an x-Rite spectrophotometer, model SP 68 (X-Rite Incorporated, Grand Rapids, MI, USA). This instrument has a xenon lamp and the measurement area is 3.14 cm$^2$. It was set to measure the reflectance with the specular component included. Data were acquired in accordance with the NORMAL 43/93 [24] and the CIEL* $a^* b^*$ space. The visual impact of the treatments was evaluated by using total color difference $\Delta E^*$.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Study of Carbonation Process

The entire progress of the kinetic of carbonation process for 2BU is reported in Figure 1a. The formation of calcium carbonate starts after two minutes as shown by the presence of absorption peaks in the region between 1460 and 1415 cm$^{-1}$ (asymmetric stretching mode $\nu_3$ of carbonate ion), (Figure 1b) [15,25]. Furthermore, also a peak at 3645 cm$^{-1}$ related to O–H stretching [26], [10] is present at the beginning of the reaction (Figure 1b). After six hours, the peak related to O–H stretching is no longer present and only peaks related to calcium carbonate are evident: 1480–1410, 1074 (symmetric stretching mode $\nu_1$ of carbonate ion) and 864 cm$^{-1}$ (out of plane bending mode $\nu_2$ of carbonate ion) (Figure 1c) [27]. After two weeks, only amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) is present with the characteristic absorption peak at 864 cm$^{-1}$ (green spectrum in Figure 1a) [28,29].

As observed for ETA [12], the followed reaction pathway involves the insertion of CO$_2$ inside Ca–O bond as testified by the bands at 1640 and 1328 cm$^{-1}$ which disappear in a few minutes, attributed to asymmetrical and symmetrical stretching of CH$_3$CH$_2$OCO$_2$ groups, respectively (Figure 2) [11,30]. For both 2BU and ETA, a second reaction pathway occurs as shown by the peak at 3645 cm$^{-1}$ associated with O–H stretching of portlandite, Ca(OH)$_2$. This peak, looking at the orange spectrum in Figure 1c,
disappears after six hours, while for ETA it is still presents after two weeks. This factor indicates a faster carbonation process of 2BU compared to ETA [12].

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (µFT-IR) spectra showing the kinetic process of 2BU: (a) all spectra recorded at different times, (b) spectrum acquired after two minutes and (c) spectrum acquired after six hours. Time intervals: Start, beginning of the reaction (black); 6m, six minutes (red); 10m, ten minutes (blue); 6h, six hours (orange); 2w, two weeks (green).

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** µFT-IR spectrum acquired after three minutes from the beginning of the analysis showing the reaction pathway of carbonation process for 2BU.

Therefore, the difference between ETA and 2BU is related to the duration of the carbonation process since it is still ongoing for ETA after two weeks, while it is complete for 2BU.

Figure 3a reports all the kinetic processes obtained with NBU. Differently from the alcohols (ethanol and 2-butanol), the presence of n-butylacetate delays the beginning of the carbonation process. Actually, a first broadband in the region between 1470 and 1410 cm\(^{-1}\) occurs only after six minutes
from the beginning of the reaction (Figure 3b). This delay at the beginning of the carbonation process may be explained by the lower miscibility with water of n-butylacetate and the higher boiling point compared to the other used solvents.

After six hours (Figure 3c), peaks related to carbonate ion are clearly present: 1470–1420, 1077, 864 cm\(^{-1}\). Additionally, in this case, the final calcium carbonate is amorphous with the characteristic absorption peak at 864 cm\(^{-1}\) and the broad band between 2700 and 3600 cm\(^{-1}\) related to O–H stretching, corresponding to structural water within ACC.

In the case of NBU, only one reaction pathway occurs, shown by the presence of vibrational peaks at 1634 and 1328 cm\(^{-1}\). The lack of the peak at 3645 cm\(^{-1}\) related to the formation of portlandite clearly highlighted the difference of reaction pathway of the product diluted in alcohols (Figure 4).

**Figure 3.** µFT-IR spectra showing the kinetic process of NBU: (a) all spectra recorded at different times (b) spectrum acquired after six minutes and (c) spectrum acquired after six hours. Time intervals: Start, beginning of the reaction (black); 6m, six minutes (red); 10m, ten minutes (blue); 6h, six hours (orange); 2w, two weeks (green).

**Figure 4.** µFT-IR spectrum acquired after seven minutes from the beginning of the analysis showing the reaction pathway of carbonation process for NBU.
Consequently, results regarding the kinetic pathway show how both alcohols—ethanol [12] and 2-butanol—lead to the formation of the first peaks related to calcium carbonate after two minutes, while the presence of n-butylacetate delays this process allowing the formation of characteristic calcium carbonate peaks after six minutes from the beginning of the reaction. All products lead to the formation of amorphous calcium carbonate. Furthermore, a difference between two alcohols regarding the kinetic of the carbonation process is evident. In fact, it ends after two weeks for 2BU, while it is not concluded for Ca(OEt)$_2$ diluted in ethanol [12]. The study of the reaction pathway highlights how both carbonation pathways occur for the alcohols: (1) insertion of CO$_2$ inside the Ca–O bond of Ca(OEt)$_2$ and a consequent formation of ethyl carbonate derivative, which is then transformed in CaCO$_3$ through hydrolysis and alcohol elimination, and (2) hydrolysis of Ca(OEt)$_2$ to form Ca(OH)$_2$, which finally carbonates. Instead, for calcium ethoxide diluted in n-butylacetate, only the first reaction pathway takes place. This difference, together with the delay in carbonation with respect to the alcohols, may be related to the type of solvent which presents a lower miscibility with water which controls the presence of OH groups available.

XRD and μFT-IR results regarding 2BU coating after two weeks exposed to 50% and 90% RH conditions, are illustrated in Figure 5. XRD shows that vaterite, with a hexagonal structure is the main phase for both 50% and 90% relative humidity conditions (main reflections at $2\theta = 27.18^\circ$ and 27.15°, respectively, ICDD 00-033-0268), as shown in Figure 5a,c.

μFT-IR measurements confirm these results showing the characteristic vibrational peaks of vaterite at 747 cm$^{-1}$ at 50% RH (Figure 5b). The formation of calcite as a minor phase with rhombohedral structure and principal reflection at $2\theta = 29.45^\circ$ (ICDD 01-072-1214) is present only for 90% RH value condition (Figure 5c) as confirmed by μFT-IR results which show typical calcite peaks at 876 and 712 cm$^{-1}$ exclusively at 90% RH (Figure 5d).

By comparing these results with ETA [12], also for 2BU the formation of calcite occurs at a higher value of RH%. Instead, differently from ETA after two weeks at 50% and 90%, in this case portlandite
is not present confirming the kinetic results and showing that the carbonation process is already concluded after two weeks. However, as for Ca(OEt)$_2$ diluted in ethanol, the final calcium carbonate phase is not amorphous, probably due to the constant RH condition maintained during all the tests [29].

XRD results obtained after one month and three months confirm that vaterite at 50% RH and both vaterite and calcite at a 90% RH are still present. The characteristic vibrational peaks acquired by μFT-IR at both relative humidity conditions are consistent with XRD results. Concluding this analysis, differently from ETA [12], 2BU coating characterization shows that after two weeks the carbonation process ends, confirming the kinetic results. Peaks related to portlandite are not detected by XRD and μFT-IR for both RH% conditions at this stage. After one month and three months, ETA and 2BU show the same results, vaterite at 50% RH and vaterite and calcite at 90% RH. Additionally, in this case, vaterite is formed at both relative humidity conditions, while calcite is formed only at 90% RH, probably because the higher content of water allows the process of dissolution of vaterite and crystallization of calcite [31–33]. The prevalence of vaterite at 50% RH can be ascribed to the presence of alcohols which, as reported by Manoli et al. [34], influences the morphology of the vaterite precipitation crystals stabilizing this phase and preventing the transformation to the more thermodynamically stable calcite. Therefore, despite vaterite is the most thermodynamically unstable polymorph of calcium carbonate, in terms of crystallization it is kinetically the most favored polymorph in all relative humidity conditions [35–37].

The use of n-butylacetate produces different results with respect to the alcohols. After two weeks at 50% RH, XRD of NBU shows the presence of an amorphous phase (Figure 6a) in accordance with μFT-IR analysis where peaks related to ACC (1490–1400, 1070, 864 cm$^{-1}$) are evident (Figure 6b). Such a result differs from those obtained for ETA and 2BU solvents for which a constant condition of RH% led to the formation of a crystalline polymorph. Therefore, the amorphous phase could be related to the different properties of this solvent, in particular its higher boiling point and its lower miscibility with water, which delays the formation of crystalline calcium carbonate polymorphs. The diffractogram obtained at 90% RH (Figure 6c) shows a crystalline phase related to both vaterite (ICDD 00-033-0268) and calcite phases (ICDD 01-072-1214). These results are confirmed by μFT-IR analysis (Figure 6d).

Figure 6. XRD and μFT-IR analyses of NBU after two weeks: (a) XRD pattern at 50% RH (NBU50_2W), (b) μFT-IR spectrum 50% RH (NBU50_2W), (c) XRD pattern at 90% RH (NBU90_2W) and (d) μFT-IR spectrum at 90% RH (NBU90_2W). XRD peak assignments: C, calcite; V, vaterite.
After one month, the results confirm the presence of an amorphous phase at 50% RH, while at 90% only vaterite is present.

After three months an initial formation of crystalline vaterite phase (ICDD 00-033-0268) is shown for an RH value of 50% (Figure 7a) and confirmed by μFT-IR analysis, with the characteristic vibrational peak at 873 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 7b). This set of results suggest that the formation of crystalline phases of calcium carbonate is more likely when a constant value of RH% is considered, but the crystallization process is slower when compared with the use of ethanol and 2-butanol. This effect may be due to a delay of the carbonation process related to the properties of n-butylacetate.

![Figure 7. NBU after three months at 50% RH (NBU50_3M): (a) XRD pattern and (b) μFT-IR spectrum.](image)

XRD peak assignments: V, vaterite.

Results at 90% RH after three months remain constant in respect to those obtained after one month. In fact, only the presence of vaterite is confirmed by both XRD and μFT-IR analyses. By concluding, the presence of amorphous calcium carbonate at 50% RH after two weeks and one month, obtained from the coating analysis of Ca(OEt)\(_2\) nanosuspension diluted in n-butylacetate, could be related to the properties of the solvent which delays the formation of a crystalline phases despite a constant value of RH%. On the contrary, a higher value of RH% promotes the formation of a crystalline phase.

The results regarding the coating investigation obtained in the previous work for CaLoSil [12] show that only aragonite is present at 50% RH, while a higher value of relative humidity (90%) leads to the formation of different crystalline phases: calcite and vaterite. Such results are different from 2BU and NBU.

All the obtained results, for all products, RH% conditions and time intervals, are reported in Table S2 (Supplementary Materials). Furthermore, Table S3 (Supplementary Materials) shows a summary of the main vibrational bands associated to calcium carbonate polymorphs identified by μFT-IR.

### 3.2. Consolidation of Limestone

#### 3.2.1. Lecce Stone

Table S4 in Supplementary Materials reports the data regarding the amount of dry matter retained after one month for samples treated with both types of application procedures and for all treatments. While for ETA and NBU, both application procedures lead to a similar quantity of dry matter retained, for CAL, the application AP2 leads to a larger amount of dry matter retained and for 2BU application AP2 leads to a lower amount of dry matter retained.

Drilling tests of treatments applied with AP1 procedure show that NBU is the product which leads to a better penetration inside the samples by inducing an increase of stone resistance from a mean value of 8.3 ± 1.1 N for the untreated part to 9.4 ± 1.6 N for the treated one, allowing to conclude a penetration depth of about 9 mm (Figure 8a). Penetration depth is lower respect to that one indicated...
by UPV profile which indicates an increase of ultrasound velocity in the first mm from the treated surface (Figure 8b and Table S5, Supplementary Materials).

![Figure 8](image_url1)

**Figure 8.** Lecce stone treated with NBU applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (L_NBU_AP1): (a) drilling resistance and (b) UPV profile. NT: Untreated stone.

DRMS and UPV results concerning treatments ETA, 2BU and CAL are reported in Supplementary Materials (Figures S1–S3, respectively). For these treatments, no consolidation effect is observed.

Regarding the colorimetric measurements, only ETA shows a ΔE* < 5, the limit value for an acceptable color change of the surface in terms of visual impact (Table S6, Supplementary Materials) [23].

DRMS data regarding the application AP2 show that NBU causes an increase of stone resistance from 6.6 ± 0.8 N to 7.4 ± 0.9 N in the first 10 mm from the treated surface (Figure 9a). This treatment causes also a small increase of UPV between 5 and 10 mm from the treated surface (Figure 9b and Table S5).

![Figure 9](image_url2)

**Figure 9.** Lecce stone treated with NBU applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (L_NBU_AP2): (a) drilling resistance and (b) UPV profile. NT: untreated stone.

By treating samples with ETA, 2BU and CAL there is no consistent variation (Figures S4–S6, respectively in Supplementary Materials).

As for the application by brushing till saturation, the procedure AP2 leads to an excessive change of surface color for all types of treatments (Table S6).

Making a comparison between applications by brushing till saturation and absorption by capillarity, it can be seen that NBU is the product with the higher penetration ability. This result could be related to the higher boiling point of the solvent which delays the carbonation process and leads to a better impregnation of the nanosuspension.
3.2.2. Noto Stone

The amount of dry matter retained after one month from the application shows a greater quantity of dry matter retained inside the samples with AP2, with respect to AP1 (Table S4).

Starting with application AP1, DRMS values indicate that NBU was able to consolidate until 15 mm in depth, with increments in the drilling resistance somewhat higher than 1N (Figure 10a). UPV values of the treated sample are higher all along the specimen length, but the larger uncertainty associated with the UPV values precludes to extract a conclusive validation (Figure 10b and Table S7, Supplementary Materials). All the other treatment combinations show no evident consolidation effect (Figures S7–S9, Supplementary Materials).

![Figure 10](image1.png)

**Figure 10.** Noto stone treated with NBU applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (N_NBU_AP1): (a) drilling resistance and (b) UPV profile. NT: Untreated stone.

Color measurements show that only the product ETA remains in an acceptable change of ΔE* (Table S6).

Treatment by capillarity (AP2) induces a clear increase in drilling resistance with NBU through the entire drilled length from 2.2 ± 0.2 N to 3.1 ± 0.3 N in the first 10 mm (Figure 11a), while 2BU and ETA induce a slight increase in the first 5 mm only (Figure 11c,e, respectively). UPV values (Table S7) seem to support the first case (Figure 11b) while are inconclusive for 2BU (Figure 11d) and ETA (Figure 11f), because data acquired by this measurement starts 5 mm below the surface due to the fact that measurement in the first millimeters sometimes is affected by the presence of the border.

![Figure 11](image2.png)

**Figure 11.** Cont.
AP2 leads to a major quantity of product with respect to AP1 for all calcium ethoxide nanosuspension (NBU) performed better in Noto stone than the other tested alternatives. Despite samples treated with a value higher than the acceptable limit (Table S6).

Coatings reported in Figures S11–S13 in Supplementary Materials, respectively, and do not show a concrete causes a higher color variation of the surface (Table S6). Results concerning ETA, NBU and CAL are samples for stone treated with 2BU (Figure 12a). UPV results partly confirms this result (Figure 12b ± 0.4 N) detected with DRMS for the first 5 mm. Therefore, it is possible that the product penetrates with an increase of about 0.5 N (from 2.7 ± 0.4 N to 3.2 ± 0.4 N).

### 3.2.3. Vicenza Stone

Starting from the application procedures AP1, DRMS shows a small penetration inside the treated samples for stone treated with 2BU (Figure 12a). UPV results partly confirms this result (Figure 12b and Table S8, Supplementary Materials). This product corresponds also to the treatment which causes a higher color variation of the surface (Table S6). Results concerning ETA, NBU and CAL are reported in Figures S11–S13 in Supplementary Materials, respectively, and do not show a concrete consolidation effect.

The sample treated with CAL gave no evident consolidation effect (Figure S10).

Regarding the visual impact, for this type of application procedure all treatments lead to ΔE* value higher than the acceptable limit (Table S6).

From these results, we may conclude that Ca(OEt)₂ nanosuspension diluted in n-butylacetate (NBU) performed better in Noto stone than the other tested alternatives. Despite samples treated with 2BU show the higher quantity of dry matter retained with the AP2 procedure, a weak consolidating effect is evidenced only in the first millimeters with an increase of about 0.5 N (from 2.7 ± 0.4 N to 3.2 ± 0.4 N) detected with DRMS for the first 5 mm. Therefore, it is possible that the product penetrates only for this distance.

Data concerning the quantity of dry matter retained after one month show that the application AP2 leads to a major quantity of product with respect to AP1 for all calcium ethoxide nanosuspension based treatments in comparison with CAL (Table S4).
With this type of application procedure, only CAL induces a color change over the acceptable limit. Moving to AP2 procedure, Figure 13a reports DRMS results for NBU treatment and shows that this treatment leads to a good penetration inside the stone in the first 8 mm leading to an increase in stone resistance from 7.3 ± 1.2 N to 9.4 ± 1.6 N (Figure 13a). UPV measurements confirm this behavior of NBU which seems to penetrate several centimeters inside the stone (Figure 13b and Table S8). Results concerning other treatments (ETA, 2BU and CAL) are reported in Figures S14–S16 in Supplementary Materials and show how they do not lead to a consolidating action.

![Figure 13. Vicenza stone treated with NBU applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (V_NBU_AP2): (a) drilling resistance and (b) UPV profile. NT: Untreated stone.](image)

Looking at the color measurements, also in this case only the reference product (CAL) leads to a ΔE* value higher than 5. In fact, all treatments based on Ca(OEt)₂ nanosuspension remained in an acceptable range (Table S6).

4. Conclusions

The research concerned the study of a new consolidation product, Ca(OEt)₂ nanosuspension in ethanol/tetrahydrofuran, modified by the addition of different solvents to understand how they could influence some characteristics of the original product such as kinetic and reaction pathway, the formation of crystalline phases at the end of carbonation process and the consolidation effect. Ethanol, 2-butanol and n-butylacetate were the tested solvents.

Regarding the kinetic process evaluated in contact with air and without any contact with the stone itself, n-butylacetate is the solvent that mostly delayed the conversion of calcium ethoxide to calcium carbonate, probably due to its higher boiling point and lower miscibility with water. μFT-IR analysis shows that peaks related to calcium carbonate appear after two minutes when 2-butanol and ethanol are used, and after six minutes for n-butylacetate, counted from the beginning of the carbonation reaction. Therefore, the type of solvent plays an effective role in the control of carbonation rate, with lower vapor pressure (slow evaporation) leading to slower carbonation rate.

Carbonation reaction may follow two different pathways: (a) insertion of carbon dioxide molecules inside the Ca–O bond of the ethoxide, with formation of alkyl carbonate as intermediate, followed by hydrolysis and alcohol elimination; (b) hydrolysis of the ethoxide with the formation of calcium hydroxide, which carbonates after. Results show that alcohols and n-butylacetate have distinct impacts. Indeed, while alcohols follow both reaction pathways, with n-butylacetate only the first mechanism occurs. This is probably due to the lower miscibility of n-butylacetate with water and therefore to the lower availability of OH⁻ groups. However, it should be noted that carbonation is quite a complex process and other factors can intervene, such as the presence of impurities, of other ions, temperature, and CO₂ concentration.

Coating analysis shows that the carbonation process always lead to the formation of vaterite, the most kinetically favoured calcium carbonate compound, in all relative humidity conditions. Formation of calcite is favored by high relative humidity conditions.
The penetration depth reached by the Ca(OEt)$_2$ diluted in ethanol, 2-butanol, n-butylacetate and a reference product, applied on three limestones with two application procedures, was evaluated with DRMS and UPV. The results show that Ca(OEt)$_2$ can better penetrate inside the considered supports by using n-butylacetate and 2-butanol as carrier solvents with different results according to the treated stones. Instead, Ca(OEt)$_2$ diluted in ethanol and the reference product gave the worst results in terms of penetration. Therefore, the higher boiling point of the solvent seems to be an important parameter to permit a better penetration of the treatments based on Ca(OEt)$_2$ nanosuspension. This behavior agrees with a study described by Borsoi et al. [14] which highlights that to improve the penetration depth and the effectiveness of a lime nanosuspension in stones with different porosity, a compromise between the stability of the nanosuspension and the evaporation rate of the used solvent must be reached. Regarding the aesthetical compatibility, the visual impact results under acceptable value only for Vicenza stone, therefore it depends mostly on the treated support rather than the used solvent. Finally, even if the used stones present a different type and value of porosity, no evident correlations are shown between a better consolidation effect and the porosity of the stones.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/9/2/83/s1, Table S1: Properties of the employed solvent, Table S2: Summary of coating results of all products, for all RH% conditions and all time intervals, Table S3: Summary of the main vibrational bands associated to calcium carbonate polymorphs identified in this study by µFT-IR. Spectral range 700–1100 cm$^{-1}$, Table S4: Amount of dry matter retained after one month for all stones treated with both application procedures and all products, Table S5: Ultrasound pulse velocity values obtained from Lecce stone before and after treatment. The depth profile is expressed from treated (5 mm) to not treated surface (45 mm), Table S6: Chromatic variation after both types of application procedures, for all stones treated with all products, Table S7: Ultrasound pulse velocity values obtained from Noto stone before and after treatment. The depth profile is expressed from treated (5 mm) to not treated surface (45 mm), Table S8: Ultrasound pulse velocity values obtained from Vicenza stone before and after treatment. The depth profile is expressed from treated (5 mm) to not treated surface (45 mm), Figure S1: Lecce stone treated with ETA applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (N ETA_AP1), Figure S2: Lecce stone treated with 2BU applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (L_2BU_AP1), Figure S3: Lecce stone treated with CAL applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (L_CAL_AP1), Figure S4: Lecce stone treated with ETA applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (L_ETA_AP2), Figure S5: Lecce stone treated with 2BU applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (L_2BU_AP2), Figure S6: Lecce stone treated with CAL applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (L_CAL_AP2), Figure S7: Noto stone treated with ETA applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (N ETA_AP1), Figure S8: Noto stone treated with 2BU applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (N_2BU_AP1), Figure S9: Noto stone treated with CAL applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (N_CAL_AP1), Figure S10: Noto stone treated with CAL applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (N_CAL_AP2), Figure S11: Vicenza stone treated with ETA applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (V ETA_AP1), Figure S12: Vicenza stone treated with NBU applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (V NBU_AP1), Figure S13: Vicenza stone treated with CAL applied by brushing till saturation AP1 (V_CAL_AP1), Figure S14: Vicenza stone treated with ETA applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (V ETA_AP2), Figure S15: Vicenza stone treated with 2BU applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (V_2BU_AP2), Figure S16: Vicenza stone treated with CAL applied through absorption by capillarity AP2 (V_CAL_AP2).
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